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RARE gene combinations resulting in posterior crossvein defects can be pro- 
duced by inbreeding Drosophila melanogaster and other Drosophila species 

collected in nature (MILKMAN 1960c, 1964; GORDON, SPURWAY and STREET 1939; 
PREVOSTI 1951, 1952; DUBININ 1948). Are these combinations of genes peculiar 
to natural populations, or can they be produced by recombination and inbreed- 
ing in any heterogeneous stock of flies? It appears from the results to be presented 
in this paper that cue genes are not as a group peculiar to natural populations; 
that the allelic differences between two different laboratory strains can serve as 
a basis for the assembly of new cue combinations. This finding is important in 
two senses. In the broad sense, we are interested in knowing how many genes 
are potential cue genes; we wish to know the degree of specificity between genes 
and phenotype here because it is likely to indicate a general state of affairs. In  
the narrower sense, the answer will influence the experimental strategy employed 
in this theatre of investigation. 

There is a spectrum of possibilities with respect to the genetic basis of certain 
deviant phenotypes which are rare but unbiquitous in nature and whose fre- 
quency can be increased by inbreeding and selection. It may be worthwhile to 
consider the two extremes of this spectrum as a background for the present report. 
LERNER (1954) suggested that these phenodeviants (his term) stem from certain 
homozygous combinations. We might further suppose that although the gene 
combinations producing a given phenodeviant may be relatively few, practically 
all genes are potential participants in one effective combination or another. Thus 
while it is possible to have highly inbred wild-type strains like Oregon-R, the 
inbreeding of any heterogeneous population is likely to produce some pheno- 
deviants which can lead via selection to true-breeding lines with high penetrance 
and expressivity. This experimental result would certainly appear to be general 
for cue on the basis of previous work with natural populations and the work to 
be presented here. The viewpoint is supported by two major lines of evidence. 
First. it is easy to produce true-breeding cve strains from the progenies of about 
10% of individual wild inseminated females; and second, the cue gene combi- 
nations as assembled are often antagonistic, so that a gene which interferes with 
posterior crossvein formation in one genetic context favors it in another (MILK- 
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864 R. D. MILKMAN 

MAN 1962a, 1964). The use of other criteria (localization, interactions with 
standard mutant genes and with environmental factors) also suggests that cue 
gene combinations are numerous and varied. Such evidence can lead one to the 
suspicion that substantially all genes are potentially cue genes, or of course to a 
less extreme viewpoint. 

On the other hand, recent findings, lwhile not inconsistent with it, lend less 
support to this idea. The demonstration of the near identity of polygenes in 
several independently selected Syracuse cve strains (MILKMAN 1965b) suggests 
that the number of cue genes in any given population is really rather small. A 
similar finding of near identity for two South Lancaster, Massachusetts, strains, 
to be discussed presently, adds weight to the evidence; recent localization studies, 
also to be discussed, allow the possibility that in fact, the genetic variation rele- 
vant to the posterior crossvein is really a very small part of the total genetic 
variation, both at any one time and potentially. The major experiment to be 
discussed adds evidence that many genes have potential effects on posterior cross- 
vein formation. In this experiment, genetic heterogeneity was established, after 
which recombination and inbreeding took place. The proportion of resulting cve 
flies was comparable with the results of experiments on the progenies of wild flies. 

In this experiment six parental strains, comprising Oregon-R and five mutant 
marker stocks, were used. They were crossed in all possible combinations. Now 
a fundamental assumption follows: each strain is presumed to differ from the 
others because each has been under strong selection in a different direction. Each 
marker strain is under selection for the mitigation of the effects of its mutant 
genes. Ostensibly, all differ from one another and from Oregon-R in their respec- 
tive needs. So in addition to the common pressure to adapt to the specific con- 
ditions of our laboratory, there are individual pressures to alleviate the problems 
on all levels of organization brought on by the mutant genes. This is illustrated 
by a well known phenomenon: the gradual decrease in expression of certain 
“weak” mutant genes and the sharp increase in expression which can subse- 
quently be produced in the F, of an outcross. This indicates that mutant strains 
differ extensively in their modifiers, whose selection is doubtless dependent on 
the drastic mutant genes. 

Accordingly, each line resulting from a cross is considered to be quite hetero- 
geneous and therefore to contain the components of many gene combinations, 
some of which should lead to posterior crossvein defects if potential cue genes are 
numerous and frequent. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Laboratory strain experiment: Six strains were used: Oregon-A (Ore R ) ,  yellow cut raspberry 
forked ( y  ct ras f), outstretched small eye (od sy) ,  dumpy cinnabar brown (dp cn b w ) ,  spineless 
(ss), and eyeless ( e y ) .  The mutant strains feature genes on the first, second, third, and fourth 
chromosomes, respectively. All have been in our laboratory for at least 2 years. The Oregon-R 
strain was made isogenic by P. T. IVES and has been maintained by pair matings ever since. 
The marker strains have been mass-mated without selection since we obtained them. 

Standard procedures were employed for routine operations. Flies were raised at 25°C except 
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FIGURE 1 .-The experimental program. 

those to be examined. They spent at most 3 days at 25" (as eggs and larvae) and were then in an 
18" room, where the temperature was recorded to the nearest 0.1" twice each weekday. 18°C 
was used for maximal cue expression. 

The experiment was conducted according to the scheme shown in Figure 1. Pair-mating pro- 
cedure was very much like previous experiments with wild flies (MILKMAN 1962a, 1965): all 
flies counted passed through a two-ancestor bottleneck. Analysis of comparable mass-mated crosses 
was performed to see whether the original strains were themselves genetically heterogeneous to 
any significant extent. If they were, and if homozygosity is one factor which favors pheno- 
deviancy. the pair matings should lead to a higher incidence of cue flies. 

Flies from one strain were either mass-mated to those from another, or pair-mated. All lines 
were mass inbred thereafter, using four parents of each sex; in the pair-mating series, care was 
taken to insure that the sublines were kept distinct. 1000 flies were counted in each sample. Any 
cue flies were rated as to expression (missing leths), sexed, and otherwise described. Incidence 
of parental mutant traits and common abnormalities was noted. Each count in the pair-mating 
series was made on a class of flies consisting of the progenies of ten pair-matings. Since the 
object was simply to examine flies that had passed through a two-ancestor bottleneck, it was 
desirable to diversify the sample by using more than one pair mating for each type of cross. This 
provided a buffer against possible wide fluctuations and also made 1000-fly F,'s easier and quicker 
to obtain 

The mass-mated parental strain sample was to represent a case where the gene pool had 
ostensibly been balanced (not necessarily by means of heterozygosity) by selection. The F, was 
a maximally heterozygous sample. The F, was for  the study of possible segregants before much 
crossing over had taken place, and the F, was similar except that there had now been a good deal 
of crossing over. Note that an F, sample was not made twice. Each mass-mated F, fly had only 
two parents, and a pair-mated F, would not have differed in this respect. In  the pair mating 
series, representatives of each original strain were examined in F,'s from pair matings. F,'s 
were not made from any original strain, since recombination could be considered to have pro- 
ceeded to its fullest, in contrast to the progeny of crosses. A consideration of the status of recom- 
bination in the progenies of wild flies will facilitate a clearer understanding of the experimental 
design. In the wild flies that have previously been studied, recombination is also considered to 
have proceeded fully; this is borne out by repeated observations that F,'s from single wild in- 
seminated females do not differ significantly from subsequent generations as to the proportion of 
cue flies. 

Crosses for mapping will be described with their results. Previously employed conventions 
for cue expressivity (MILKMAN 1960a) are used: R = total number of 1 2 t h ~  missing for entire 
sample; r' = average number of missing 12th for cue flies; r = average number of missing 1 2 t h ~  
for all flies. 
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866 R. D. M I L K M A N  

RESULTS 

Original strains and mass-mated crosses: In the original strains, whether mass- 
mated or inbred F,’s from pair matings, the proportion of cve flies was very low, 
as is shown in Table 1. The value 0.07% is about one-tenth that encountered in 
the Fz’s (and in subsequent generations) of single wild-inseminated females 
(MILKMAN 1964). The Fl’s, which of course were maximally heterozygous, 
showed the lowest proportion of cve flies, about 0.01% (Table 2).  The mass- 
mated F2’s had an incidence of 0.06%, but the mass-mated Fs7s contained 0.49% 
cve flies, a level comparable to that encountered in the wild progenies previously 
discussed. The distribution of crossveinless flies among the various F, samples is 

TABLE 1 

Incidence per thousand of cue flies in the parental strains 
~~~~~~ ~ 

Mass Inbred F, Total 

Oregon-R 0 
y ct ras f 1 
od sy 0 
ey  0 
d p  cn bw 2 
ss 1 

0 0 
2 3 
0 0 
1 1 
0 2 
1 2 

Total 4 = 0.07% 4 = 0.07% 8 = 0.07% 

TABLE 2 

Incidence of cue flies per thousand on cross progeny 

Mass-mated Pair-mated 

Cross ’1 FZ F6 FZ F6 

OreR x y c t r s f  0 2 3 0 10 
OreR x odsy 0 0 0 0 0 
OreR x ey 0 0 1 0 3 
Ore R x dp cn bw 1 0 0 1 1 
Ore R x ss 0 0 0 0 0 
yctrasf  x odsy 0 1 58 11 46 
yc t ras f  X ey 0 3 2 7 20 

yctrasf  x s s  0 3 2 7 20 
odsy X ey  1 0 0 0 2 
o d s y ~ d p c n b w  0 0 1 0 0 
od sy x ss 0 0 0 0 3 
ey  x dp cn bw 0 0 0 1 1 
ey  X ss 0 0 0 0 1 
d p  cn bw x ss 0 0 0 0 2 

y c t r a s f x d p c n b w  0 0 6 1 8 

Total (N) 2 9 73 28 117 
Percent cve 0.01 0.06 0.49 0.19 0.78 
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cue POLYGENES I N  LABORATORY STRAINS 867 

rather similar to patterns for series of wild F2’s also. The pooled original strains, 
the pooled F, and the pooled mass F, do not differ significantly in cve incidence; 
but the F, results show that cue polygenic combinations can be synthesized in 
the progeny of laboratory mutant strains and that intrachromosomal recombina- 
tion plays an important part in the assembly of such combinations, just as it does 
in the release of variability in wild populations (SPIESS and ALLEN 1961, and 
earlier papers of that series). The concentration of crossveinless flies in the F, 
of the y ct ras f x od sy cross makes a strong case for that particular example, 
but of course weakens the general conclusions that can be drawn for these 15 
crosses. 

Pair-mtings: The incidence of crossveinless flies in the pair-mated F,’s is sub- 
stantially higher than in the mass-mated F,’s, and the increases are broadly 
distributed in that individual increases are seen in six comparisons. with a 
decrease only in one. This result suggests that the original parental strains had a 
certain amount of relevant heterozygosity and that an increase in homozygosity 
led to an increase in the proportion of cve flies. With a far greater amount of 
recombination permitted, as is shown in the F,, this suggestion is confirmed. A 
greater number of lines show at least one crossveinless fly and the individual 
numbers are in general far higher than in the other cases. In  considering the total 
number of crossveinless flies in the pair-mated F,, one does not see a vast increase 
over the total from the mass-mated F,, but this is largely due to the size of the 
contribution of one cross to each. Excluding the y ct ras f x od sy cross or simply 
by looking at the overall picture, one sees that the effects of the higher degree of 
inbreeding appear to be real and considerable. 

I t  is clear that crosses involving certain strains, notably y ct ras f, have con- 
tributed more to the incidence of crossveinless flies than crosses involving other 
strains. It is not unexpected that strains should differ in this way. In  certain of 
these crosses, it is of interest to look at the distribution of crossveinless flies among 
the ten sublines in the pairmated F,’s and F6’s. These data are presented in 
Table 3.  It will be seen that although most sublines contain at least one cve fly, 
there appears to be a real variation among the sublines in this respect. The lack 
of agreement between F, and F, data, in terms of rank, oppose this conclusion, 
however, since the differences are not stable, and they are mostly small. 

That the basis of the phenotypic differences among lines is genetic should be 

TABLE 3 

Number of cue flies per 100 in the F ,  and the F ,  of each subline 

Generation 

Cross 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
y c t r a s f  x e y  0,3 3,O 0,5 0,O 1,0 0,O 3,4 0,4 0,2 0,2 
yc trasf  X odsy 3,8 1,2 1,5 3,5 0,lO 2,s 1,0 0,6 0,2 0,O 
yc trasf  x ss 0,O 2,O 1,0 0,5 1,l 1,l 0,3 2,* 0,2 0,O 

* Subline 8 died out after the F2 and a spare subline was used for the Fe. 
First value is for the F,, second value is for the F,. 
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868 R. D. MILKMAN 

TABLE 4 

Response of y ct ras f x od sy progeny to selection for cve 

Percent cve r' 

Selection gmeration Male Female Male Female 

0 0 12 . .  1.1 
1 0 25 . .  1.9 
2 4 50 1 .o 1.6 
3 14 58 1.4 1.9 
4 21 68 1.6 2.0 
5 39 77 1.6 2.5 
6 55 88 1.2 2.3 
7 62 84 1.8 2.6 

clear from the distributions, but selection for penetrance and expression has been 
carried out on the F, progeny of the y ct ras f x od sy cross. Incidence of cve with 
selection is shown in Table 4. There is the usual rapid response. Another charac- 
teristic common to most cue polygenes is the fact that their expression is higher 
at 18" than at 25". This characteristic is also shown by the cue genes of the 
y ct ras f X od sy cross. In a test of unselected F, progeny, 8.2% were crossvein- 
less at 18" and 1.4% at 25". 500 flies were examined in each sample. Finally, 
all defects began at the fourth longitudinal vein. Although this is the commonest 
form reported for spontaneous cases as well as for phenocopies, it is not the 
only known form of posterior crossvein defect (MILKMAN 1962b; TIMOFEEFF- 
RESSOVSKY 1934). 

One interesting variable which appeared is the distribution of flies according 
to sex. As is shown in Table 5 ,  the cve progeny of crosses involving y ct ras f were 
overwhelmingly female. But there were more males than females in the cve 
progeny of crosses involving d p  cn bw. The few remaining flies from crosses 
involving neither one were mainly female also. 

There seemed to be no relationship between mutant marker genes and the cve 
phenotype. The marker genes invariably persisted to some extent in all crosses, 
but within some of the sublines of the pair-mated crosses, certain mutant pheno- 
types were not found in the 100 flies examined. This was seen most often (and 

TABLE 5 

Sex of cue flies of F ,  plus F ,  

Pair-mated Mass-mated 

Cross Male Female Male Female 

y ct ras f X Ore R, od sy, ss, e y  1 74 13 1 08 
d p  cn bw x Ore R, od sy, ss, ey 1 0 4 2 
yc t ras f  X d p c n b w  6 0 3 6 
All other crosses 0 0 1 8 

8 74 21 1% 
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not unexpectedly) in the case of sex-linked genes. No anomalous, strikingly 
deviant phenotypes were observed with the exception of net venation. This did 
crop up with varying degrees of expression, with far greater frequency than the 
cve phenotype. Being hard to quantify and off the main line of the present experi- 
ment, the net venation was noted only semiquantitatively and no attempt at an 
explicit analysis was made. It is clear, however, that this is an excellent theatre 
to reinvestigate the phenomenon described by DUBININ (1948) which led him 
to conclude that polygenes affecting extra venation are restricted to the second 
chromosome. 

Validity of localization techniques for cve polygenes: In view of the variability 
relevant to the cve phenotype found in marker strains, it is worthwhile to consider 
the results of some recent attempts at localization of cue polygenes. The first one 
to be discussed is a gene common to two cve strains selected from the progenies 
of two wild-inseminated females from South Lancaster, Massachusetts: SL-5 and 
SL-8, respectively. The two selected cve strains appear to be essentially identical 
with respect to their cue factors on the basis of an allelism test similar to those 
reported previously for several Syracuse strains (MILKMAN 196510). In these 
South Lancaster cve strains a major component appeared to be sex-linked, and 
its contribution to the total cve effect was proportionately larger than those of 
most other cue genes studied. Analysis of an SL/y  ct ras f x SL backcross indi- 
cated that the gene was near the forked locus (1-56.7), as is shown in Table 6. 
A subsequent cross was made using a different marker stock, y U f car, which 
carries two of the same marker genes and two different ones. Once more, the gene 
appeared to be near forked, and this time could be further localized to a position 
between forked and carnation but nearer forked, as is shown in Table 7. The 
general agreement in the two sets of data is encouraging, but of course the marker 
stocks used were not entirely different. It is of further interest that MOHLER 
(1965) has found the major gene of his cvl-6b strain to be between f and car also. 
Recent allelism experiments (MILKMAN 1965b) indicate that the major genes 
are identical, and that some of the collaborating cue genes are also identical. 
MOHLER’S strain comes from Riverside, California. 

Agreement is also shown in the results of two rather disparate crosses made in 
an attempt to localize some of the cue factors in the MUS 13% strain (MILKMAN 
1965a), using the third-chromosome dominant marker stock R D bxD Pr. Evidence 
was obtained that there are two cue genes on the right arm of the third chromo- 

TABLE 6 

Average crossvein defect rating, r, for various male marker classes from SL/y  ct ras f x SL 

Allele present 

Locus mutant + 
Y 
Ct 
ras 
f 

2.9 5.9 
3.6 5.5 
2.9 6.3 
0.2 7.1 
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TABLE 7 

Wild and crossveinless flies among males recombinant in the f-car region 

N 
25" 18" 

Marker dass + w e  + w e  

f +  33 a 18 20 

Percent cve, these males 29 57 
Percent cve, all females 35 57 

+ car 36 20 19 29 

some, roughly between 3-60 and 3-90. Table 8 summarizes the relevant part of 
the data. It will be seen that bxD Pr flies have very low cue penetrance, which 
means that at least one cue locus lies between them. Furthermore, the average 
phenotype rating of the parental flies in this region is much greater than that 
for the recombinant flies. This suggests that a combination of genes, at least two, 
is required to produce an effect exceeding a certain threshold, and that this com- 
bination is often split up in the recombinant flies. A result which is consistent 
with these conclusions (but which has an alternative interpretation based on the 
assumption that cve flies have lower viability than wild type) comes from a 
different kind of cross in which the wild-type alleles of mutant genes are used as 
dominant markers. To derive the proper stock, MUS 13% was crossed to st bw 
and the progeny permitted to mass breed until an F, was produced. At this point, 
white-eyed (st bw) flies with crossvein defects were extracted and selected for 
maximum expression. When a true-breeding marker cve stock was obtained, it 
was crossed with Ore R. (There is some evidence that cue combinations, once 
assembled by selection, are easy to reselect after outcrossing because of their posi- 
tive interactions (MILKMAN 1965b). In the present case, crosses of the marker 
cve stock to MUS 13% indicate that the cue genes involved are essentially identi- 
cal.) The F, was then back-crossed to the marker cve stock. Results are listed in 
Table 9. These results can be explained on the basis of a single gene near st if one 
assumes that cve flies have low viability or that sufficient additional cue factors 
on other chromosomes are not always present to permit the gene in question to 
express itself. Normalizing the result on this basis would provide an estimate of 
the location of the cue gene. On the other hand, a model based on a 2-gene 
hypothesis can easily be devised such as we see in Figure 2. These results are 
not presented in an attempt to prove the presence of two cue genes on the right 
arm of the third chromosome of MUS 131/2, although one can calculate where 
they would be if there were two such genes. Rather, these results and those 
involving the SL cue gene on the X chromosome are presented to show that 
various marker crosses involving the same cue genes are likely to present con- 
sistent results. When it is added that the major effects of these two strains had 
originally been localized by still other crosses (involving Cy/Pm D/Sb) to the 
first and third chromosomes, respectively, the expectation for agreement in 
general is further strengthened. Finally, it will be recalled that the F2's of labora- 
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TABLE 8 

cve penetrance and expression for various marker classes from 
MUS 13g/R D bxD Pr x MUS 13% 

871 

N 

Marlier class + cve R r' r - + +  1 33 312 9.5 9.2) 
Average = 4.8 

bxD Pr 36 1 11 11.0 0.3 

bx" + 18 2 21 10.5 '"} Average = 2.5 + Pr 12 11 92 8.4 4.0 

TABLE 9 

cue penetrance and expression in progeny of st bw cve/Oregon-R x st bw cue 

N 

Males Females Total 
- 

Marker class + cve + cve + cve 
Percent 

cve R r' r 

+ +  a9 13 85 9 174 22 
bw + a4 7 a2 13 1% 20 + st 11 26 9 2 8  20 54 
bw st 16 31 13 44 29 75 

+ s t  173 20 167 22 340 42 
st 27 57 22 72 49 129 

~ 

11 126 5.7 0.6 
11 120 6.0 0.6 
73 289 5.4 3.9 
72 493 6.6 4.7 

11 2443 5.9 0.6 
72 782 6.1 4.4 

tory strain crosses showed no more than the very law cve incidence seen in the 
parental strains. This question is, of course, not closed, but these results show 
that crossover analysis of the classical kind need not be abandoned as a means of 
localizing polygenes. 

DISCUSSION 

The major point to be made is that cue polygenic combinations have been 
synthesized from laboratory stocks which individually did not contain them. To 
clarify this point, an opposing argument will be considered. It may be argued 
that the great majority of cve flies are seen in the crosses involving y ct ras f 

st 
region 1 

cue, 
region 2 

cue, 

+ + + 
st + st + + 

st cue, + + cue + cuel cue, 

Phenotype Genotype 

FIGURE 2.-Possible basis for the less usual phenotypic classes. 
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8 72 R. D. MILKMAN 

parents, and that the cue system is contained in the y ct ras f strain although it 
is not expressed. Thus the y ct +as f stock might be supposed to contain alleles 
a,, b,, cl and d,, whose effects are suppressed by alleles e,, f l y  g, and h,. When 
removed from their former background, a,, b,, c,, and d, collaborate to produce 
crossvein defects. But in response, it can be pointed out that the e, f .  g and h 
alleles in the new background are less favorable to posterior crossvein formation 
(at least in combination with a,, b,, c,, and d,) than e,, f,, g,, and h,. Accordingly, 
the cve combinations synthesized should be regarded as U,, b,, c,, d,, ep, fZ, gz, and 
h, (no claim is made, or necessary, that the e, f ,  g and h alleles of the other strains 
are identical), and there is no reason to suppose that the position of any particular 
one of these alleles in the causal sequence is antecedent to that of any other. The 
situation may thus be formalized in this way: the y ct ras f flies contain a set of 
genes, A, which is insufficient to produce the cve effect. The other strains each 
contain a set of genes, B (or each contains one of the following respective sets: 
B, C, D, E), which is similarly insufficient to produce the cve effect. But A in 
combination with B (or C, D or E) will produce cve. The fact that the B sets (or 
C, D or E) do not similarly collaborate has no implications for the relative causal 
positions or for the relative contributions of either set. In short, if the presence of 
both A and B is required, the distribution of A and B among strains has no bear- 
ing on which should be called a cue set. Indeed, only A and B together may be 
described meaningfully in this way. 

It is of interest, however, to broaden the scope of this study, and so seven 
additional laboratory strains are now being tested according to the following 
scheme: 1 x 2,2 x 3, 3 x 4,4 x 5 , 5  x 6, 6 x 7, 7 x 1. The Fe’s will be analyzed 
as in the present case. 

The fact that the few cve flies in the progeny of d p  cn bw crosses include more 
males than females is of interest because in general the incidence of female cve 
flies in F2’s from wild-inseminated D. melanogaster females is overwhelmingly 
greater than that of cve males. The same is true for wild D. melanogaster strains 
with a low incidence of cve. Accordingly, the cue combination operant in the 
progeny of d p  cn bw crosses has a distinguishing character. No attempt will be 
made to select for cve in this case, however, because of the low frequency involved. 
Selection generally fails when frequencies are so low, and this may be interpreted 
as meaning that the incidence of cve is largely due to stochastic events (in a few 
of a large number of flies brought near the brink of cve by a common genotype) 
rather than to the segregation of a small number of flies with unusual genotypes 
(see Discussion in MILKMAN 1962a). 

The cue polygenes are being studied as examples of natural variants; the 
present experiment raises the question as to ‘whether they are maintained or 
transient. Previously, one might have regarded the ubiquity of cue genes in 
natural populations as evidence for the maintenance of genetic variability in 
these populations. Without discounting the great variety of cue genes known to 
exist, it was reasonable to believe that in any particular population, certain allelic 
differences were maintained which produced, as side effects in certain combina- 
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cve POLYGENES IN LABORATORY STRAINS 8 73 

tions, defects in the posterior crossveins. The finding of identical cve genes in 
independently selected lines from Syracuse, a similar observation in South Lan- 
caster samples, and the apparent similarity between MOHLER'S cvl-6b from 
California and my SL-8 from Massachusetts, are striking. On the other hand, 
with the one last exception, each set of samples was taken at a single time in a 
single place, and the general expansion of such studies over time and space has 
not yet begun. Accordingly, the possibility must still be considered that cue 
combinations in natural populations arise repeatedly from admixtures resulting 
in turn from recurring migration and subsequent recombination. The experi- 
ments on crosses among laboratory strains described here serve as a model for 
such a mechanism. Clearly a program of allelism testing on a population over 
time can provide an explicit answer to this question. 

The present results are consistent with a number of other observations. I have 
previously reported (MILKMAN 1960b) the results of crossing cve flies to a large 
variety of laboratory strains. The F, average ratings showed a broad spectrum 
of values. and the various laboratory strains clearly differed extensively. Again, 
in population cages at 25", set up with two or more laboratory marker strains, 
KATHLEEN PETERSEN and I (unpublished) observed a number of cve flies, 
whereas the parent strains had none at this temperature. Finally, an experiment 
reported by BENNETT et a2. (1960) is similar to the first part of the present 
experiment. Crosses of Oregon-R and Canton-S yielded venation abnormalities in 
the F, and F, in frequencies comparable with those of the parental strains. It may 
be conjectured that later generations might have shown higher frequencies when 
sufficient intrachromosomal recombination had taken place. 

The synthesis of new genetic combinations causing a clear-cut change in 
morphology, or in viability (DOBZHANSKY and SPASSKY 1960; DOBZHANSKY, 
SPASSKY and ANDERSON 1965), is of course consistent with the elementary 
principle of multiple factor inheritance and with the simple concept of a thresh- 
old. The demonstration of such new genetic combinations is one approach to the 
measure of potential genetic variability. 

I should like to acknowledge with thanks the assistance of STEPHEN CURRY, DONALD PHILLIPS, 
and M ~ R E N  BROWN, and the valuable constructive criticism of the manuscript by DR. J. D. 
MOHLER and DR. MARVIN DRUGER. 

SUMMARY 

Six laboratory strains were crossed and inbred (in mass-mated and pair-mated 
series). 1000 flies were examined for posterior crossvein defects in each of the 
parental, F,, F,, and F, samples. It appears that there is substantial genetic vari- 
ation relevant to the posterior crossvein among laboratory strains. Extensive 
intrachromosomal recombination is required to bring out this variation, as is 
shown by the high incidence of cve in the F, samples in contrast to all the others. 
These results and data from recent additional experiments suggest that genes at 
numerous loci can participate significantly in effects on the posterior crossvein. 
Use of marker strains to map cue genes nevertheless remains practical. 
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